• Adults who simply want
total protection

• Energy sensitive adults who
know they need maximum
protection

• A necessity for you if you live
around technology- even if you
are not using it much or at all.

• Strong protection for you
from all kinds of negative
energy - including other
people’s stress or bad moods.

• Strong physical and emotional
protection. Wearers love this
Shield because it reduces stress,
enhances intuition, internal calm
and a sense of well-being.

Ideal for: people who do not
want to take any chances
with their health.

Ideal for: People with daily
use of cell phone 4+ hours
and/or adults with daily use
of computer 6-10 hours

Ideal for: Babies, Young
Children, Students, City or
Suburban Dwellers, budget
minded who want very good
protection for an excellent
price.

Most Affordable

Excellent Value

Ideal for: people who carry
a cell phone, use a computer
daily, live in a city, have WiFi
or work or live in an area with
WiFi or WiMax.

Total Protection

Energy Protection*
99.99%

Energy Protection*
94-96%
Recommended
Energy Protection*
90-92%
Energy Protection*
85-90%
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Changing Lives for the Better
Since 1990, tens of thousands of satisfied customers wear
Shields. Included among them are prominent politicians,
professionals of every walk of life, children, and even pets.

Protect Your Health.
Calm Your Mind.
Energize Your Body.
Do you spend much of your time
around computers, cell phones,
fluorescent lighting or other electrical
equipment?

Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, The Power of Intention
I wear my BioElectric Shield when I travel and I’ve
noticed a significant shift in my energy, particularly after
long periods of time on airplanes.
During all the years I have been
testing people for these devices, the
only one which tests as best is the
BioElectric Shield. I keep 4 different
company products in my office, but
when I test each patient to see which
is the most supportive to their own
energy field, the BioElectric Shield
Dr. David Getoff
tests best in 95 out of 100 times.
“The Shield transformed my life [after being struck
by lightning]. When I wear the Shield, I have
more energy, greater clarity of thought and better
perception. I see energy now, and I can tell you,
it balances the body all the way to the level of the
DNA. I recommend it every chance I can.”

-Dannion Brinkley, Saved By the Light

Are you impacted by other people’s
negative energy, stress or moods?
Do you experience low energy,
irritability or stress?
Does air travel tire you?
If you answered yes to any of these
questions, you could seriously
benefit from wearing a BioElectric
Shield.

Whether it’s from electromagnetic radiation or the
stress of living in today’s fast-paced, deadline-driven
world, many people’s energy fields are under attack
— at risk from the sources that invisibly deplete your
energy.

Crystal/Physics Technology
The BioElectric Shield is composed of a matrix of
precision-cut quartz (and other) crystals designed to
balance and strengthen your natural field.
In 1914, Max von Laue won the Nobel Prize in Physics
for his discovery of the diffraction of X-rays by crystals.
He showed that X-rays could be ref lected and redirected
with a zinc-sulfide crystal (ZnS), much like mirrors can
ref lect light.
William Bragg won the Nobel Prize in 1915 for
establishing “Bragg’s Law,” which determines the
specific crystal spacing needed to ref lect and redirect
any type of electromagnetic energy.
Since those early discoveries, scientists have used
natural crystals to ref lect and redirect other types of
electromagnetic radiation (like gamma rays). Different
crystals resonate at different frequencies. Because of this
fact, the first short-wave radios used quartz crystals which
could stabilize and amplify certain fixed frequencies. For
the same reason, the first lasers were made from rubies.1
Utilizing these unique characteristics of crystals, the
Shield strengthens your energy in two ways. First, by
def lecting and redirecting energies that negatively
affect you and secondly, by reinforcing your own
natural energies so they are less susceptible to outside
disturbances.
Physics content drawn from interview with physicist
Dr. Mark Semon - Professor at Bates College
1

Research Proves Enhanced
Human Performance
Since 1990, a wide range of studies has proven the
Shield’s strengthening effects on the human energy
system. Research documents greater resistance to
any stress-producing stimuli, including computer and
cell phones, stressful people or situations. Enhanced peak
performance and health are shown by increased strength
and healthy acupuncture profiles. Detailed accounts of
these studies can be found on our website at
www.bioelectricshield.com.

Learn more
about the most
compelling health issue
of the 21st century.
Visit us online to subscribe
to our Free Newsletter!
BioElectricShield.com

Protection from Electromagnetic Radiation

Biology, Mood, Performance

Heart Rate Variable (HRV). An independent research
group found that heart rate increased when individuals
held a cell phone. Wearing a Shield, heart rate remained
stable.

Computerized Acupuncture. 51 acupuncture points tested
energy f low in body organs, neurological and hormone
functions. After wearing the Shield for 3 weeks, energy
f low was more balanced, indicating improved health,
physical vitality and peak performance capabilities.

Computerized Electromyography (EMG). Test subjects
sitting in front of a computer for five minutes experienced
of 16.89% reduction in muscle strength. After wearing
the Shield for 5 minutes, strength was restored in all 25
subjects. In 19 of the 25 subjects, the wearer’s strength was
BEYOND their initial reading.

Sound Resonance Research. Sharry Edwards, PhD. found
that patients’ voice patterns went into “perfect resonance”
after wearing a shield for just five minutes - “unheard of,
and most impressive, demonstrating the balancing and
strengthening effect the Shield has on the human body”.
Dynamometer (measures finger strength). Readings taken
by an Occupational Therapist. Baseline strength was
measured. After wearing the Shield for one minute, there
was an average increase in strength of 24%.

Stress Reduction

Applied Kineseology (AK) Two studies showed 49 out
of 50 subjects weaken when exposed to the emf from a
battery operated clock. Strength was restored in all 49
when they put on a Shield.
The inventor of the BioElectric Shield,
Dr. Charles W. Brown is a Board Certified
Chiropractic Neurologist who has practiced in Boston,
MA & Billings, MT for 25 years as a Pain Specialist. He
has studied nutrition for over 21 years and is certified
in Applied Kinesiology. Drawing from his extensive
education, knowledge of physics and years of working
with the human mind and body, Dr. Brown created the
BioElectric Shield in 1990.

Dynamometer (measures finger strength). Readings
taken by an Occupational Therapist. When visualizing a
stressful situation, 94% (of 50 subjects) showed decreased
hand strength. When wearing the Shield, subjects
remained strong.
Applied Kineseology. When asked to visualize a stressful
situation, 47 out of 50 subjects showed a decrease in
muscle strength. Holding a Shield, all 47 subjects regained
their strength even while visualizing the same stressful
situation.

Placebo Effect Ruled Out
Double Blind Studies. Original and replicated study. Each
doctor tested both a placebo and authentic Shield to see
if either would strengthen a previously weakened muscle.
The Shield strengthened all 50 patients; the placebo none.

